		

Study Jazz Saxophone, Flute & arranging with

MEL MARTIN
I am impressed with
Mel Martin’s musicianship.” - Benny
Carter

Study to Develop
*Tone
*Articulations
*Practice Direction
*Reading
*Repertoire
*Soloing Abilities

A great teacher.” Stan Getz
You really play
your ass off!” Dizzy Gillespie

NOW TEACHING ON
SKYPE:MSAXMAN

Mel Martin is a composer, arranger, bandleader, saxophone and flute player - one of the most versatile and creative musicians to
ever emerge from the San Francisco Bay Area. In his long career, he’s played a part in many of the innovative movements that have
come out of that creative community. He sat in with Wes Montgomery and his brothers while he was still a teenager, played in John
Handy’s Freedom Band in 1962, worked and recorded with many of the progressive rock and Latin rock bands of the late 60s and
early 70s including The Loading Zone, Cold Blood, Azteca and Boz Scaggs. He founded the award winning Listen, one of the early
West Coast jazz-fusion bands in 1976. He’s currently artistic director of Bebop and Beyond, a group he founded in 1983, as well as
leading the Mel Martin Band, The Tenor Conclave, the Mel Martin Big Band and the Benny Carter All Star Tribute Band.
“I have had a longstanding commitment to education. I believe that part of a musician’s function is to pass along their standards,
knowledge and tradition to others. Teaching allows the musician to continue their own learning process. I have honed my private
teaching methods to two separate but parallel areas. I emphasize development of tonal and technical studies while simultaneously
emphasizing application of these techniques to musical situations. My belief is you cannot have one without the other. kman and
Paul Renzi and composition with Albert Socco. The rest of my jazz studies took place on the streets of San Francisco during the
early ‘sixties.”

(415)892-5911

mel@melmartin.com
www.melmartin.com
https://www.facebook.com/mel martin3
SKYPE:MSAXMAN

